
Dice Duel

What sets Dice Duel Apart?
Dice Duel is the new fast-paced dice game, where the result is in the player’s hand!

Game Overview
Dice Duel is a new fast paced dice game involving exhilarating 

player participation, where the aim of the game is to bet which 

die will show the highest result!

Dice Duel is played with two standard dice - Red & Gold, which 

players get to shake to determine the outcome of the game. 

Unlike other games, there’s no competition against the dealer, 

so players have the chance to win in every game just by picking 

the right colour!

How to Play
There are nine permissible wagers that a player may place, Red, 

Gold, Tie and 1 through to 6 number bets. A player must place at 

least one bet and can place up to 9 bets.

The dealer will pass the Red dice cup with the one red die to the 

player with the highest wager on RED. The PLAYER will shake 

the die in the dice cup and return the dice cup to the dealer. The 

dealer will reveal the Red die.

Game Play
Bets can be placed on one or as many areas as desired, with 

the player deciding which colour die will be highest. Number 

bets allow players to hedge their bets and play their favourite 

numbers. These bets pay-out for either or both dice showing the 

number and don’t need to match the colour die they choose.

The game starts when players shake the dice using a special 

tumbler. The dice are shaken and revealed separately, so players 

builds anticipation and excitement as each dice cup is overturned! 

Features & Benefits

Quick and easy to learn dice game

No competition against the dealer

Easy to install- D shaped layout

Player participation- players with the highest wager on each 
coloured dice shake the dice cups!

Bet on colour or number outcomes

The dealer will then hand the Gold dice cup to the PLAYER with 

the highest wager on GOLD. The PLAYER will then shake the die 

in the dice cup and return the dice cup to the dealer. The dealer 

will then reveal the Gold die.

When both dice have been revealed, the die with the highest score 

will be announced the winner. If both die display the same result it 

is a tie.

For more information including pay tables please download the 

Dice Duel How To Play Guide. 
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Event Odds

Red 1 to 1

Gold 1 to 1

Tie 8 to 1 (Tied 6)
4 to 1 (Tied Other)

Number Bet 
(ie. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6)

2 to 1 (Match 1) 
4 to 1 (Match 2) 

*Red and Gold wagers will standoff on Tie result, except will lose on tied 1

Pay Table
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